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Physiopathology 
Autonomic dysfunction and tachycardia are associated with poor outcomes in 
septic shock with reported mortality of more than 70% in some studies.

It’s true that the mechanisms by which B-Blockade may produce benefits are 
unknown, but it has been previously discussed and proved that Relative 
Bradycardia in patients undergoing adrenergic stress- affecting cardiac, immune, 
inflammatory and metabolic pathways-  is associated with lower mortality and 
prevents the possible harmful effects of catecholamines.





Key QUESTIONS

● Does B-blockade for up to 14 days reduce organ failure as measured by the 
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score for critically ill patients 
with tachycardia and septic shock treated with high dose norepinephrine for 
more than 24 hours ?

● Why selecting the Landiolol as the acting B-Blocker for this study ? 



Why selecting the Landiolol as the acting B-Blocker for this study ?

Two recent meta-analysis of respectively 8 and 7 randomized studies using Esmolol in 
patients with sepsis and septic shock suggested a 32% lower 28-mortality rate.

Landiolol is a very short-acting B-blocker and is approximately 8 times more selective for the 
B1-receptor than Esmolol.

Our Study hypothesis was that the additional B1-receptor specificity would bring about 
myocardial protection and immunomodulation to confer benefits to a high-risk population.



Setting and Intervention 



Results 

Mortality at day 90 after randomization :

● 43.5% (27 of 62) >>>> the landiolol group
● 28.6% (18 of 63) >>>>the standard care group 

 

There were no differences in the number of patients having at least one 
adverse event.



Conclusion 

Among patients with septic shock with tachycardia and treated with 
norepinephrine for more than 24 hours, an infusion of landiolol did not reduce 
organ failure measured by the SOFA score over 14 days from randomization. 

These results do not support the use of landiolol for managing tachycardia 
among patients treated with norepinephrine for established septic shock.



Further exploratory analyses? 




